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Abstract 
This paper is proposed a PID optimal controller in order to control of one of the most important 
types of fuel cell, namely proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). At first, the introducing and 
implementation of PEMFC is present and next, during system load variations the proposed controller is 
designed. The controller should be designed against the load variations for keeping in a fixed value of Fuel 
cell output voltage. Here, the PID Controller is used which its coefficients are optimized based on Invasive 
Weed Optimization (IWO). In order to use this algorithm, at first, problem is written as an optimization 
problem which includes the objective function and constraints, and then to achieve the most desirable 
controller, IWO algorithm is applied to solve the problem. Simulation results are done for various loads in 
time domain, and the results show the efficiency of the proposed controller in contrast to the previous 
controllers. 
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1. Introduction 
Rising of fossil fuels cost and their probable depletion, air pollution, global warming 
phenomenon and severe environmental problems is caused distributed energy sources have 
gained the attention of many nations in producing electricity. High efficiency and very low 
emissions can be satisfied in fuel cell-based power generation systems. Moreover, fuel cells 
have superior dynamic response, good stability and low noise. Proton exchange membrane fuel 
cell (PEMFC) can be a great alternative for power generating sources in the coming years, 
especially in the automotive, distributed power generation, and portable electronic applications 
[1]. 
PEMFC is composed of cathode, anode and electrolyte between the anode and 
cathode. Hydrogen gas (H2), which is obtained from the methanol (CH3OH), is inserted to the 
end of the anode blade and oxygen or air to the end of the positive electrode of cell (cathode) 
[2]. 
In the previous literature, various models have been developed for the PEMFC system 
dynamic modeling, analysis, control and operation. In [2], a type of fuzzy controller to control the 
fuel cell output voltage is considered. BP and RBF networks control strategy for voltage and 
current control of the fuel cell, is used in [3]. The development of a computer model for 
simulating the transient operation of a tubular solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is described in [4]. 
The electrochemical and thermal parts of the model were developed and verified separately 
before they were combined to form the transient model. The model includes the 
electrochemical, thermal, and mass flow elements that affect SOFC electrical output. A 
nonlinear lumped-parameter mathematical model of direct reforming carbonate fuel cell stack is 
considered in [5]. In ref [6], analytical details active and reactive power output of a stand-alone 
PEM fuel cell power plant (FCPP) is controlled. The validity of the analysis in this paper is 
verified when the model is used to predict the response step changes in the load active and 
reactive power demand and actual active and reactive load profile.  
The ripple current propagation path is analyzed in ref [7] which its linear ac model is 
derived. The equivalent circuit model and ripple current reduction with passive energy storage 
with an advanced active control technique is then proposed to incorporate a current control loop 
in the dc–dc converter is used to this goal. A fully integrated modeling approach that lends itself 
to parallelism is introduced in [8]. Simulation time reduction with parallel computing is achieved 
with this modeling. Reference [9] suggested that the ripple current be limited to less than 10%. 
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Passive energy storage compensation method was suggested and tested extensively in [10]. 
Active compensation with external bidirectional dc–dc converter method was suggested in [11], 
[12]. These methods require externally added components or circuits and are not preferred. 
To produce electrical energy from fuel cell, it is essential that the output voltage of cell 
kept constant for different loads to supply high quality power to the loads. But fuel cell output 
voltage changes for different loads. In this paper a simple PID controller is proposed for fuel cell 
voltage control. The proposed controller is design based on IWO algorithm. In order to achieve 
the optimal PID controller at first, the problem is converted to optimization problem and then is 
solved by using IWO algorithm. The main goal of this optimization problem is voltage regulation 
of PEM. About the advantages of the proposed control, we can point followings: 1- controllers 
are simple 2- being robustness against load changes 3- having the desired control features 4- 
fast transient response 5- zero steady error. 
 
 
2. Dynamic model of the fuel cell 
At first, in order to study the dynamic behaviour of the fuel cell, the schematic, structure 
and modeling of the fuel cell should be done. Figure 1, shows the schematic model of the fuel 
cell system that proposed voltage controller will be applied in this paper. The mass of the anode 
and cathode in the figure are considered as a sole compression of anode and cathode [13]. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of fuel cell 
 
 
The dynamic model of the PEMFC system is considered according to the reference 
[14]. The equal output voltage of the PEMFC system is extracted usig deducing the voltage 
drops from the regressive voltage. Equation (1) express how to calculate the fuel cell output 
voltage [15]. 
 
)( conohmicactreversables VVVEnV        (1) 
 
Where, sV  is the accumulated fuel cell output voltage in volts, n is the existing cells in the 
accumulated fuel cell, actV  is the voltage drop resulting from anode and cathode activity in 
volts, ohmicV is the ohmic voltage drop in volts, which is a certain amount of resistance in the 
transfer of electrons and protons in the electrolyte between the anode and cathode. conV  is 
resulting from the mass transfer of oxygen and hydrogen. reversableE  in equation (1) is 
calculated through the following equations [1] and [9]. 
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Where, T is the cells temperature in Kelvins, 22 ,POPH are effective partial pressure (atm) of 
hydrogen and oxygen gases respectively that can be calculated by the following equation.  
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Where, aP  and cP  are the anode and cathode inlet pressure in atmospheres, A is the 
effective electrode area in 2Cm , i is the current of each cell in amperes, satoHP 2  is the amount of 
saturated steam pressure that its value depends on the fuel cell. channelNP 2  is the partial pressure 
of 2N in the cathode gas flow channels in atmospheres which can be calculated by the following 
equation. 
 
221.0
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2
POPchannelN          (5) 
 
All amounts used in this article, are the same data available in the reference [13]. 
 
 
3. Invasive Weed Optimization 
IWO algorithm is motivated by a common phenomenon in agriculture, which is 
colonization of invasive weeds. According to the common definition, a weed is any plant growing 
where it is not wanted. Any tree, vine, shrub, or herb may qualify as a weed, depending on the 
situation; generally, however, the term is reserved for those plants whose vigorous, invasive 
habits of growth pose a serious threat to desirable, cultivated plants. Baker and Stebbins [41] 
mentions that a plant is called weed, if in any specified geographical area, its population grows 
entirely or predominantly in situations markedly disturbed by man (without, of course, being 
deliberately cultivated plants).  
Weeds have shown very robust and adaptive nature, which turns them to undesirable 
plants in agriculture. The algorithm is simple but has shown to be effective in converging to the 
optimal solution by employing basic properties, e.g. seeding, growth and competition, in a weed 
colony [40]. The reported results are compared with other recent evolutionary-based algorithms: 
genetic algorithms, memetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, and shuffled frog leaping. 
The results are also compared with different versions of simulated annealing, which are simplex 
simulated annealing and direct search simulated annealing. The performance of IWO has a 
reasonable performance for all the test functions. 
IWO starts with a population of NP D-dimensional parameter vectors or weeds 
representing the candidate solutions. We shall denote subsequent generations in IWO by G = 0, 
1, …, Gmax. We represent the i-th vector of the population at the current generation as:  
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],...,,,[ ,,3,2,1, GdiGiGiGiGi xxxxX        (6) 
 
The initial population (at G = 0) should cover the entire search space as much as 
possible by uniformly randomizing individuals within the search space constrained by the 
prescribed minimum and maximum bounds: 
 
],...,,,[ min,min,3min,2min,1min dxxxxX        (7) 
 
And 
 
],...,,,[ max,max,3max,2max,1max dxxxxX        (8) 
 
The plants will produce seeds depending on their relative fitness which will be spread 
out over the problem space. Each seed, in turn, will grow into a flowering plant. Thus, if Smax 
and Smin denote the number of seeds produced by plants with best and worst fitness 
respectively then seed count of plants will increase linearly from Smin to Smax depending on their 
corresponding fitness values. The number of seeds produced by the i-th weed GiX ,  is therefore 
given by, 
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where G
Fmax,  and GFmin, are the maximum and minimum fitness values at the G-th 
generation of the weed colony. 
The produced seeds are randomly distributed over the D dimensional search space by 
random numbers drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean but with a varying variance. 
However, the standard deviation (SD),   , of the normal distribution decreases over the 
generations from an initial value,  max, to a value,  min, and is determined by the following 
equation, 
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where   is the SD at the current generation and Gmax is the maximum number of 
iterations while n is the non linear modulation index. This is the adaptation property of the 
algorithm. 
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Figure 2. Algorithm and computational flowchart of IWO 
 
 
4. Using IWO to Adjust Controller Parameters 
Due to develop of system controllers, the conventioal contreollers are used widely in 
power system applications. Making applicable of conventional controllers is simple againist the 
new controllers of power systems [14]. The PID controllers are widely used in most cases of 
power systems controllers which compensat very well. One of the most benefits of these 
controllers is the easily implemention in analog and digital systems. If these controllers are 
designed optimaly, indubitable they become one of the most implimanted controllers in modern 
systems. This paper introduce a new optimal PID controller, which is used of IWO algorithm to 
designing the voltage controller of proton exchange membrane fuel cell. The overall controller 
schematic is shown in Figure 3.  
PID general controller is expressed in equation (9) which the controller dip kkk ,,  
parameters should be optimized using the proposed algorithm. In the load variations, it is 
obvious that the transient mode of the PEMFC system depends on the controller parameters. 
The conventional controller designing method are not viable to be implemented because this 
system is an absolute nonlinear system. So these methods would have not efficient 
performance in the system. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of proposed controller desining 
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In order to design controller optimal controller using IWO for the fuel cell from the load current 
curve, we consider the worst condition for load design controllers for these conditions. Figure 4, 
depicts the worst condition for load current in the system for voltage equal to 200V. 
 
 
Figure 4. Worst case of load variation of PEMFC 
 
 
At first, problem should be written as an optimization problem and then by appliyning 
the proposed optimization method, the best PID controller is achieved. Selecting objective 
function is the most important part of this optimization problem. Because, choosing different 
objective functions may completely change the particles variation state. In optimization problem 
we considered the error signal of voltage in order to achieved the best controller. 
 
dtvvJ tsimt refout   0        (10)  
 
Where, tsim is the simulation time in which objective function is calculated, the outv  is the real 
output voltage and ref
v
is the reference voltage. We are reminded that whatever the objective 
function is a small amount in this case the answer will be more optimized. Each optimizing 
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problem is optimized under a number of constraints. At this problem constraints should be 
expressed as. 
 
maxmin
maxmin
maxmin
ddd
iii
ppp
kkk
kkk
kkk
tosubjectJMinimize


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        (11)  
 
Where, dip kkk ,,  are in the interval [0.01 200]. 
In this problem, the number of particles, dimension of the particles, and the number of 
repeatations are selected 40, 3, 80, respectively. After optimization, results are determined as 
below: 
 
386.0,21.11,  66.86  dip kkk       (12) 
 
 
5. Simulation Results 
The load curve variation for fuelcell is considered in order to show good performance of 
the proposed algorithm. Desired load current is plotted in Figure 5(a) and in Figure 5(b), the 
amount of fuel cell power demand or load power variation is displayed. Desired load is 
considered under the constant output voltage, while the current is changing between the range 
of 10 to 15 ampers, and the number of its changes are considered more to show the 
performance of the proposed controller. 
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Figure 5. Load variation considering constant voltage for the fuel cell a) current b) demand 
Power  
 
 
 At first, using try and error designing the parameters is determined as: 
 
02.0,2.4,  6.25  dip kkk        (12) 
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This parameters is applied in fuel cell system and the results for two transient time is 
shown in Figure 6(a) and (b). in Figure (a), the results of load reducing at t=1.6 s is depicted. 
The results shows that the peak of voltage is 10 volt and settling time in about 0.08 second. 
Also these results is extracted from Figure 6 (b) which shows the results for increasing of the 
demand loads.  
 
 
 
Figure 6. Transient response in load changing a) reducing of demand power b) increasing of 
demand Power 
 
 
In second condition, simulation output results obtained from the proposed algorithm 
which is expressed in equation (12) are shown in Figure 7 and 8. Figure 7(a) depicted PEMFC’s 
output voltage and reference voltage and Figure 7(b) is shows the gas pressure in anode and 
cathode with load current of demand load. From this Figure, it can be seen that by changing 
load current, gas pressure in the anode and cathode change quickly to keep stable the output 
voltage of the fuel cell at the desired voltage and this show good performance of the proposed 
controller albeit simplicity. Also, According to output voltage of load and reference voltage, it is 
obvious that controller response is appropriate and it could follow the reference voltage 
properly. In Figure 8 (a) and (b), the output voltage of load and reference voltage is plotted in 
reducing and increasing load variation condition, respectivily. The results shows that the peak of 
voltage is 8 volt and settling time less than 0.01 second. Also these results is extracted from 
Figure 8 (b), too.Which the high efficiency of the proposed algorithm shown clearly. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The results of proposed controller for load changing condition a) output voltage and 
refrence voltage b) anode and cathod gas pressure with load current 
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Figure 8. Transient response in load changing using proposed controller a) reducing of demand 
power b) increasing of demand Power 
 
 
In the oder condition, at time t=5s the disturbance is applied to anode and cathod 
pressures. The results of these disturbance response is present in Figure 9. From of Figure 9, in 
is obvious that the controller can be rejected the disturbance and cantroller can be set the error 
value of voltage signal in steady state to zero. Also, in transient condition the good results is 
visible from of this Figure. 
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Figure 9. Transient response in applying the disturbance in anode and cathod gas 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
A new optimal controller designing based on IWO and PID controller to control the fuel 
cell output voltage was proposed in this paper. In order to simplicity, easly implimantation, high 
efficiency features of the PID controller, this controller is chosen in this paper. Which, it can be 
obviate the problem of the previous controller IWO algorithm was utilized to design the PID 
controller to have the most optimized state. In solving this problem, at first problem was written 
in the form of the optimization problem which its objective function was defined and written in 
time domain and then the problem has been solved using IWO algorithm. And the most optimal 
mode for gain coefficient and controller zero and pole were determined using the algorithm. 
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